
THE OROS X NASA 39A FLIGHT JACKET
Limited-release collab with NASA aerogel 
warming tech and supernova style

Portland, OR — October 1, 2020



OROS is dropping a limited-release, astronaut-endorsed, space-age jacket with 
modular insulation inspired by NASA spacesuits.

THE OROS X NASA 39A FLIGHT JACKET

This jacket is named for NASA’s iconic launchpad 39A, the launchpad of cosmic 
human exploration. Pad 39A sent the first man to the moon, launched both Voyagers 
into deep space, and is still in use today by the interplanetary pioneers of 
SpaceX. Sending us into space, inspiring us here on earth. Every 39A Flight 
Jacket is a piece of history, and comes with a certificate of authenticity signed 
by U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame astronaut Kathy Sullivan.

Test the outer reaches of your own adventures with modular insulation inspired by 
astronaut spacesuits. Galactic warmth. Supernova style. The 39A Flight Jacket is 
as close to NASA issue as it gets. Space tech is in the company’s DNA, and this 
limited-release was made to help you rethink the realm of possibility — OROS is 
the outerwear company from space, made for exploring planet earth.

FIND YOUR BEYOND



SIGNED BY NASA ASTRONAUT KATHY SULLIVAN

Every 39A Flight Jacket comes with a certificate signed by one of planet 
earth’s finest: NASA Astronaut Kathy Sullivan. No individual has gone farther 
or explored more fully than Kathy. She is an adventurer, an explorer, and an 
inspiration. A seeker of science and the embodiment of everything OROS.

• First American woman to walk in space (October 11, 1984)
• Inducted into the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame (May 1, 2004)
• First woman to dive to the Challenger Deep in the Mariana Trench 

(June 7, 2020)

Her spirit and heroism inspire us in all of our endeavors and OROS is proud  
to have worked with her on this limited release project.



FULL CIRCLE—TO SPACE AND BACK AGAIN

Just as 39A launches NASA, NASA launched OROS. After receiving Astronaut 
Scholarships, co-founders Michael and Rithvik took aerogel—NASA’s Mars Rover 
insulation technology—and developed SOLARCORE®, an earth-shattering material 
that makes OROS the warmest zero-bulk gear on the planet. Now, these two 
science geeks who proved that traditional outerwear could evolve with 21st 
century technology return to their roots.

That’s why 10% of the purchase price from the OROS x NASA 39A Flight Jacket 
goes to the Astronaut Scholarship Foundation, a 501(c)3 organization 
providing annual scholarships to the brightest and most talented college 
students in science, technology, engineering and mathematics.



THE TECH BEHIND OROS

OROS brings NASA space tech down to earth—the 39A Flight Jacket features 
SOLARCORE® to regulate your body temperature. What is SOLARCORE®? It’s the 
evolution of outerwear—this is what keeps the Mars Rovers from shivering. NASA’s 
nearly weightless aerogel technology is the foundation of OROS’ patented
SOLARCORE® insulation. Aerogel is the lowest thermally conductive solid in 
existence and the lightest solid on earth... it’s 99.8% air!

Using NASA technology means you’re ready to discover the world, wherever the cold 
wind blows you. The most effective material insulation ever created, SOLARCORE® 
brings the power of space travel into everyday wear—these are space suits 
designed for exploring planet earth.

RELEASE INFORMATION
Limited to 400 pieces
Available October 1st, 2020 at 7am (PT), 10am (ET)
Only on NASA.OrosApparel.com

ABOUT OROS
Developed from the NASA technology used for space suit insulation, OROS has 
successfully made outerwear thinner, warmer, and more flexible. OROS started with 
an Astronaut Scholarship and an idea: why not leverage technology used by NASA 
to protect against extreme environments here on Earth? OROS has evolutionized 
Outerwear for the 21st century, so you can Find Your Beyond.


